
There existed a video on YouTube that Obama was sitting on an auburn chair inside the famous
Oval Office. The president was looking at the camera directly. His announcement was serious.
“The way we act through this Era of Information will make the distinction in the answer of
whether we will stay alive or turn out a terrible dystopia”.

The thing is, Obama has never told that in reality.

What is happening? Essentially, that video was an astonishingly advanced digital alteration.
Originators utilized AI for changing the truth for generating a completely convincing - and truly
unreal - novel environment.

Unfortunately, the notice that counterfeit Obama was giving might be just too minor, very tardy.
People were living in the thing the writer named the “Infocalypse” already -  an environment of
“harmful and unreliable information” Such videos would just intensify the issue. That is
compulsory that individuals save themselves contrary to the dangers of the Infocalypse and
these videos disseminate - ahead of being very late.

Throughout the following sections, we will go through

● the way altered videos rose from Reddit;
● the way altered video porn had been utilized to quiet a writer; and
● the way a small Baltic nation battled contrary to cyberwar.

Chapter 1 - Picture, video, and sound alteration have been simple
owing to AI.

Around the 19th hundredth-year, people developed photography. That was the initial time
people could seize a reliable, apparently unchangeable piece of the truth. However, not long
after, that turn out obvious that “truth” might not just be seized, but also changed.

Initially, changing pictures had been a challenging procedure. In time, however, this turned out
easier. Currently, everybody may perform that - only with a free application. Consequently,
people get along with the opinion that pictures could be changed and learn to search for little
touches and edits.

However, are video and audio different than pictures? Certainly, they could not be persuasively
changed, correct? The fresh advancements in AI approve the contrary.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) could be defined as the software which takes info via deep learning.
That lets AI decide by itself, according to the things it has “learned” by going through big data.
The term “deep fake” came from “deep learning” with - certainly - the vocabulary “fake”.



The initial deep fakes demonstrated the way AI could replace someone’s face with a video that
existed. These videos were published on Reddit in the name of a no-name user.

Not long after, these videos were instilling an anxious fear. Around 2017, a newswoman
Samantha Cole wrote something regarding AI-helped mock porn has arrived, and everybody’s
fucked. Her tale informed people of deep fake videos on a Reddit page. The originator of these
videos utilized AI for replacing Hollywood stars’ faces with porn stars’.

Deep fake was not involving consent, very shameful, and humiliating. No matter how wealthy
you have been - you cannot do anything to delete it from the web. Scarlett Johanson, the
most-paid Hollywood star, could not even save herself from these counterfeit videos.

The counterfeit porn page on Reddit had finally closed down. However, the originator published
the algorithm he had been utilizing for doing those videos. Currently, there are a lot of non-paid
software and tools around, accessible to everybody who would like to generate their deep fake
videos.

Seems terrible, right? However, that is just the peak of that ice mountain. Deep fake tech has
been resuming to advance. Shortly, that can turn out impossible telling whether a picture, audio,
or video is counterfeit. That advancement has already been guiding us to a bad way of dis- and
misinformation.

Chapter 2 - The head of info warfare has been Russia.

Individuals are likely to utilize the expressions “disinformation” and “misinformation” as
replaceable. However, there exists a significant distinction. Misinformation can be defined as
just a wrong thing, however, disinformation can be defined as intentionally changed information
for deceiving others.

Many nations take part in campaigns against disinformation. However, without dispute, the head
has been Russia.

A very destroying disinformation campaign of the Soviets took place around 1980, while there is
a peak in the epidemic of AIDS. That was called “Operation Infektion”, this began with a text
posted in the vague, Soviet-supported Indian gazette named “the Patriot”. This piece of text
blamed the US soldiers to release the virus of AIDS for chemical warfare. People in the US, as
the gazette asserted, would like gay and Black men to be dead.

This disinformation of Russia included some reality - the USA performed a bioweapon schedule
previously for real. However, that had been in fall off around 1960, and starting with the 1970s,
this country concentrated more on saving themselves from bioweapons compared to developing
them.



This reality could not end the AIDS assertion to go viral. Following this turning out ubiquitous
around Africa and Asia, that hit all gazettes of the world, all around 80 distinct nations’ media.

The tale stained the worldwide fame of the US, however, it split up the nation inside. Russia
aimed to make use of racial stresses, therefore, they especially aimed at the society of African
Americans. Looking at the past of the US, a lot of individuals easily believed that the officials
would like to kill them.

Another big disinformation campaign of the Kremlin started around 2016. The aim was to split
the nation and make voters vote contrary to Clinton, Hillary. What was that named? The “Project
Lakhta”. The process included Russians on the media acting like they were Americans. Those
counterfeit American citizens made societies founded on political characters

The societies were administered attentively. They had an aim - to split American people and let
them be vulnerable under the strategy of Russia. Every sign tells that that method functioned.

The intervention of Russia in the politics of the US has now been a partisan problem, having
one party extremely disbelieving regarding the danger, and the other rejecting that this is in
place.

Finally, deep fake videos might let the strategies of Russia further powerful, alienating, and
threatening. That required years for Russia to raise “Operation Infektion” through worldwide
media. However, in this era, deep fake videos may disseminate extremely persuasive
disinformation within seconds.

Chapter 3 - What threatens the democracies of the West and
mostly the USA has been manipulated information.

Governments in the world have been seeing a disaster of reliability. An international
questionnaire disclosed staggering statistics: 64% of individuals living in democratic
governments thought the government “never” or “occasionally” performed according to the
public interest. However, there was a further shock from that questionnaire. Around nations
having no democracy, those statistics were very lower - just 41%.

That disaster of reliability owned a frontman: Donald Trump, the President of the USA.

He tells lies without stopping. This has been an unbiased truth and hasn’t been a partisan
assertion. As stated in a Washington Post database, Donald Trump told more than eighteen
thousand incorrect and deceptive assertions only within 3 years - starting with January 2017,
finishing with January 2020. This is fifteen lies daily, on average.

However, Donald Trump does not just pollute the governmental discussion with his lies. Trump
takes another step forward. He weakens the complete notion of reality. Trump has been the



head of what is named “liar person’s dividend”. That has been a technique in which someone
repudiates things they do not enjoy as “counterfeit”, although that is correct. Remember the way
Trump sweeps off every critique as “counterfeit information”.

However, what is the relationship between Trump and the deep fake videos? With that
technology becoming further famous, the “liar person’s dividend” would turn out accessible to
everybody. Individuals are spreading a movie that you are humiliated in that? OK, this should be
counterfeit.

If you are suspicious that Donald Trump - the President of the USA - would utilize deep fake
videos to further his schedule, consider this two times. Trump has already utilized cheap fake
media, in other words, wrongly situated, or roughly photoshopped pictures, videos, and sounds.

Around 2018, for example, the President’s house retweeted the manipulated video of the
extreme right page “InfoWars”. That video was manipulated to make Jim Acosta, the House
representative of CNN, was assaulting an intern in the House. The truth was not even near to
an assault - the President’s press noticed the reality. However, Acosta was not given his
attainment to the House having this cheap fake video as the reason.

It is not doubtful that Donald Trump make the US a further separated and hazardous nation. He
makes distrust, fraud, and polarization look normal. Looks like the USA is going to a frightening
landmark.

Chapter 4 - In nations having less strong democratic systems,
manipulated information may have lethal outcomes.

Manipulated information has been an issue for the entire world - not only the Western. If dis-
and misinformation are detrimental for democratic nations, consider the things they might do in
other nations in which there is no freedom to express opinions, and there is no order by the law.

Around 2019, Witness, a human rights institution, inquired activists and journalists from South
Africa, Malaysia, and Brazil related to what they were feeling regarding the danger of deep fake
videos. They told extremely similar things; everybody concurred that the government of their
nation was further vicious compared to foreign countries.

Around India, deep fake videos were utilized as tools contrary to political contrariness. Consider
the incident Rana Ayyub, a researcher writer and a wild detractor of the sovereign BJP,
experienced.

Around 2018, a sequence of counterfeit tweets started to be published on the Internet. All of
them looked like coming from Ayyub and were written sentences such as “I do not like Indians”,
“I do not like India”, and “I like Pakistan” - a political opponent of India for a long time. Ayyub



rapidly convinced followers that those sentences were counterfeit. However, everything was
very near to becoming even worse.

Following the day the fake tweets are published on Twitter, counterfeit porn of Ayyub started to
be circulated on the Internet as well. Unexpectedly, this video was published by the sovereign
party’s fan Twitter site too. Ayyub’s phone filled with intense, humiliating individual messages.

However, it was not all from those attackers. Ayyub was doxxed - they spread her private phone
number on the Internet. The ones that spread the number portrayed their message with that
deep fake of Ayyub. She got a lot of rape and death threats.

We still do not know the person who published Ayyup’s deep fake. However, it functioned. She
quit authoring; she became silent.

Around Myanmar, dis- and misinformation essentially cause the death of people. Around 2014,
an extreme nationalist Buddhist disseminated fake news that in Mandalay, a tea store’s
establisher who was Muslim raped an employee of him who was Buddhist. Consequently, angry
crowds attacked that town, damaging automobiles, and foraying stores.

Bigots utilized Facebook for highlighting their hate messages and raise threats contrary to the
nation’s Muslim people. Finally, the hostility came to a hot point. Around 2015, the State of
Rakhine in Myanmar started a big promotion of ethnic cleaning contrary to the Muslim
individuals of Rohinga.

Until Facebook eventually started to prohibit web bigots, twenty-five thousand Rohinga Muslims
had been killed - having seven hundred thousand escaping from the nation.

Chapter 5 - We will see more cheaters utilizing deep fake videos
to cheat firms and people.

Around 2016, some deceiver people achieved to steal €50000000 from a lot of corporate
tycoons and heads all around this world. These deceivers utilized deceit personalities. For
example, someone was in the role of the Defense Minister of France, Le Drian. Their algorithm
was basic: a plastic mask alike Le Drian.

One of them wore the mask placed behind a table. One French flag was put to the back.
Afterward, he and the team started to video call a lot of rich people in sequence, inquiring them
whether they could give them funding for confidential missions of the government.

Those deceiver people were of utmost ridiculous. Their masks were paler than normal, and their
eyes were similar to black gaps. However, this deceit was successful. Those deceivers received
millions of money in their accounts.



Consider now the extent of money they would get if they would utilize deep fake videos rather
than masks.

Currently, voice fraud has been a very widespread method utilized to rob personal identity. Deep
fake videos would make everything worse further. Around March 2019, the gazette of Wall
Street authored that deceivers cheated an energy firm of Britain with €250000. What was their
way? Deep fake sounds that were similar to how their CEO sound.

The CEO had a lot of talks, all of them could be accessed through the web. What cheaters were
required to make was just gathering those contents and utilizing those for training their
algorithm.

Deep fake videos are not harmful only to firms - people have been in the red zone as well. We
learned the way fake porn, for example, could be utilized to humiliate, threaten, and abuse
females. Around some nations, that exact tech may harm further. Only consider the things to
occur when someone utilized deep fake tech for homosexual porn videos and disseminates
those in a nation that homosexuality stays unlawful.

Eventually, deep fake videos may let conspiracy theorists prove themselves right as well. Recall
Pizzagate? This peculiar conspiracy asserted that a sophisticated intrigue of pedophiles
functioned in a pizza salon’s basement around Washington, DC. This imaginary team of
pedophiles supposedly involved Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton.

This conspiracy came wholly through the emails among the national team of the Democratic
Party’s members. Emails contained the “pizza” word. People may just think about such a thing
could occur if there would be a deep fake movie of, for example, Clinton and a colleague
debating regarding a schedule related to abusing children.

Chapter 6 - Actors of the State were disseminating disinformation
related to the coronavirus pandemic.

One shock all around the world was the coronavirus pandemic. That took numerous lives,
ruined economies, and enormously changed people’s daily lives. However, this disease did not
just impact individuals. That also smacked the environment of the information.

A nation that was making use of this pandemic to disseminate disinformation was - yes, you’re
correct - Russia. Similar to what they made in “Operation Infektion” and the epidemic of AIDS,
Russia started a conspiracy regarding this new type of virus.

They asserted that coronavirus had been generated by the American government to be a
bioweapon contrary to China. Furthermore, to mix everything more, Russia asserted that the
coronavirus has been a bioweapon of China.



Correct, all these assertions were contrasting to one another. However, Moscow has been
utilizing those knowingly for exploiting the growing stress in the politics of China and the USA.

Sadly, Russia was not the one who exploits the coronavirus pandemic. Chinese were also
adopting the style of Russia in spreading disinformation.

Initially in the pandemic, the Chinese banned all debates regarding the COVID-19 disease.
Medical experts, betrayers, and even normal people were kept silent. The communist
government of China banned keywords related to the pandemic on social media too.

When the disease came to other nations, China concentrated on controlling the harm. China
aimed to make its identity better all around the world. Successful but extremely overstated news
told the way the nation was controlling the chaos. The authority attempted to reject that the
coronavirus was from China as well.

At the same time, Donald Trump was disseminating disinformation related to the pandemic
through his means.

Around February 2020, near the pandemic’s start, Donald Trump lessened the danger of the
coronavirus. He blamed Democrats to make this disease a political issue. That was, he claimed,
his adversaries’ new trick - a way to stain the name of Trump.

However, in the middle of March, COVID-19 cases around the USA increased to ten thousand,
and the economy was going in the way to a crisis. Around March 17th, Donald Trump had a
one-eighty. He denied all he had been telling before and bragged that he sensed the pandemic
very much before that is determined to be a pandemic.

In the crisis, he disseminated misinformation in his media guidelines. One time, he claimed that
disinfectants might be applied as “injection inside”. In this situation, people needed correct
information. Dis- and misinformation may just kill people. However, what was the reality? While
having a lot of contradicting narratives outside, that might be too challenging to talk about.

Chapter 7 - Battling against the Infocalypse may include a
proactive and a reactive approach at the same time.

That is obvious that manipulated information poses a fast-approaching threat to communities
internationally. However, how people could battle with that?

People may begin with realizing the extent of seriousness this issue has. You have got the initial
stage by perusing these chapters.

However, to battle the dangers of deep fakes and manipulated information, people should
continue more - more away. People require to discover the shared language and adopt its



terminology. The great information has been that community as its entirety turns out
accustomed further with terms like ”misinformation”, “deep fake”, and “disinformation”.

At the time deep fake turn out widespread, it would be further significant than any time before to
want good journalism. Furthermore, the truth-controlling services would be significant too.
Around the USA, these involve Snopes, Fact Check AP, and Politifact. Around Europe, Reality
Check BBS, Fact Check Agency of France Presse, and Full fact could be counted.

There exist basic, computer-based instruments that may save you from dis- and misinformation.
To give an example, NewsGuard has been a browser add-on that shows you if the news you are
reading is correct.

Therefore, you may perform lots of things to be certain that you are looking at the right
information. However, just saving yourself from manipulated information suffices. You should
proactively battle against that too.

Luckily, some nations have victories contrary to information- and cyber- warfares.

Consider Estonia, one small, previously Soviet place around the Baltics. Around 2007, Russia
performed a sequence of violent cyber assaults on the banking structure, government, and
media of Estonia.

Instead of succumbing to this attack, Estonia’s approach was proactive. They initially
established a pre-warning structure and this warned people against Russian assaults of
disinformation. Afterward, they constructed a team of volunteer people - specialists in
communications and IT. These people assisted individuals in being ready for any type of
cyberwar, and reply to those. And eventually, the nation constructed a strong, multidimensional
cyber security structure.

When you look at Estonia’s case, you can understand that communities have a lot of chances.
That is left to us to determine if we would or would not like to be inside a world in which the fake
and the real have been despairingly twisted. When we do not, we should gather for stopping the
danger of deep fake and manipulated information.

Deep Fakes and the Infocalypse: What You Urgently Need to
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Deep fakes’ conditions are getting better every day dramatically. Finally, it would become
unfeasible to differentiate counterfeit from true content. Counterfeit players worldwide continue
to wander around those gloomy streets - humiliating, scamming, and cheating firms and
individuals. Everybody should begin saving themselves contrary to manipulated information, or
everyone will be in danger of turning out victims of manipulated information.



Learn all about what is deep fake and what can be done.

To be ready for attacks of deep fake, you should grasp the ways to realize counterfeit
information. You may begin with discovering the things readily available to you. For instance, go
to the page thispersondoesnotexist.com. This page utilizes AI for producing faces that cannot
be found in this world. That is surprisingly hard to understand that they are counterfeit -
however, that is exactly what we should be contrary to in the age of manipulated information.
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